The recently-developed framework of Unified Algebras is intended for axiomatic specification of abstract data types. In contrast, the somewhat older framework of Action Semantics (earlier known as "Abstract Semantic Algebras") is for denotational specification of programming languages. This paper gives an introduction to the main features of Unified Algebras and Action Semantics, and discusses the relation between them. The two frameworks both exploit nondeterminstic choice in unconventional ways.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
The aim of this invited paper is to give an introduction to the author's work on two distinct, yet closely related, topics: "Unified Algebras", a recently-developed framework for the algebraic specification of abstract data types; and "Action Semantics", earlier known as "Abstract Semantic Algebras", a framework for the denotational specification of programming language semantics, which has been developed (partly in collaboration with David Watt, Glasgow) over the past decade. Unified algebras were originally developed to facilitate the specification of the semantic entities used in action semantics, although it seems that they may be of more general applicability. The notation used in action semantics is currently being revised to take full advantage of unified algebras. Both frameworks make essential use of a "join" operation, which corresponds closely to nondeterministic choice.
The framework of Unified Algebras was developed from the framework of "order-sorted algebras" [5, 9, 22] , which underlies the OBJ specification language [4, 6, 11] , and which was itself developed from "many-sorted algebras" [10, 3] .
With unified algebras there is a unified treatment of the "elements" of an abstract data type and their classifications into "sorts". In fact elements are treated as singleton sorts. Thus the operations of a unified algebra may take sorts and/or elements as arguments, and give sorts or elements as results. The immediate benefits of this generality are as follows:
• Ordinary operations on elements can be extended "element-wise" to sorts, so that for instance the successor operation maps the sort of natural numbers to the sort of positive integers.
• Partial operations can easily be accommodated: the vacuous sort represents the lack of a result, i.e., undefinedness.
• Operations that map elements to sorts correspond to "dependent" sorts, e.g., mapping a natural number n to the interval [0 .
.n], which is the sort of all natural numbers up to n.
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• Operations that map sorts to sorts (not necessarily element-wlse extensions of operations on elements) correspond to sort "constructors", for instance mapping two sorts to their union, or mapping a sort D to the sort of lists with components in D. Such operations allow a straightforward specification of polymorphism, unifying the notions of "parametric" and "inclusion" polymorphism: the sort of lists of D is a subsort of the sort of all lists.
Action Semantics was developed from Dcnotatlonal Scmantlcs [21, 24, 23, 12, 19 ]. An action semantics for a programming language is a compositional mapping from abstract syntactic entities to abstract semantic entities called "actions". These actions have a more operational nature than the higher-order functions used as denotations in conventional Denotational Semantics: an action can be (notionally) "performed" so as to "process information". It is quite straightforward to represent the semantics of most programroAng constructs by actions; action semantics has other pragmatic virtues as well. However, the theory of actions is not as "powerful" as Scott's domain theory for hlgher-ordcr functions.
The basis of Action Semantics is a "standard" notation for actions, called "Action Notation". It provides various primitive actions, such as computing an item of data from previously-computed data, checking that a predicate holds (otherwise "failing"), and storing data in a cell. Action Notation also provides a number of action combinators~ including sequencing, interleaving, and--of special significance in relation to Unified Algebras--nondeterminlstic choice.
Of course, programming languages do not often have constructs whose semantics is "genuinely" nondeterministic, i.e., where an implementation should make some random choice each time the construct is executed. But they usually have some "implementation-dependent" features, for instance the order of evaluation of subexpressions. In Action Semantics, nondeterministic actions are used to represent such implementation-dependence, as well as genuine nondetcrminism.
Action Notation enjoys various pleasant algebraic laws. While these laws were being specified (using a variant of OB~) the following question arose: What is the essential difference between a sort of actions and a nondeterministic action? More generally, what is the difference between sort union and nondeterministic choice?
The answer seems to be that there is very little difference. Operations that map nondetermlnistic actions to nondeterministic actions correspond to operations from sorts to sorts. Increasing the nondeterminacy of an action cannot do anything but increase the nondeterminacy of any action in which it occurs, which corresponds to the operations on sorts preserving subsort inclusions.
This observation directly inspired the framework of unified algebras. Section 2 gives the details of unified algebras. Some results are stated; they are proved elsewhere [16] . Practical notation for basic specifications of (classes of) unified algebras is introduced--see [14] for further details, and for notation for modular specifications.
Section 3 presents Action Semantics. A substantial part of Action Notation is introduced forreally, using the unified specification framework. The version of Action Notation given here differs in some details from previous versions [17, 15] , mainly duc to taking advantage of new possibilities provided by the unified treatment of sorts and elements.
Throughout, the reader is assumed to be familiar with the general idea of algebraic specification of abstract data types. For Section 3, some familiarity with denotational semantics is useful. No familiarity with previous papers on Unified Algebras or Action Semantics is assumed.
